N A M E : ________________________________

DATE: ____________________

CAMPING
Questions: When was the last time you went camping? Where did you go?
⚫ Complete the 15 sentences with the words on the left.
1. People usually stay in a __________________ when
they go camping, not in a house.
2. Many people like to camp in a __________________
but you can also camp on a mountain or in a desert.
3. A) What kind of __________________ did you bring?
B) I brought food, water and clothes.
4. Let’s start a _________________ and cook some food.
5. It’s getting dark. Where’s our __________________?
6. You can see lots of __________________ at night.
7. A ________________ is the place where you put your

B
C

F

barbeque

n., v.

bug spray

n.

camp fire

n.

camp site

n.

compass

n.

flashlight

n.

forest

H
M
N
S

hike

8. When I leave the city, I love to relax and enjoy
__________________: birds, trees and flowers.
9. A __________________ can show you the directions
of north, south, east and west.
10. A compass and a __________________ can help
you find your way, so you don’t get lost.

n.

11. There are too many mosquitos and other bugs around

v.

here. Do you have the __________________?

map n.
nature

12. A comfortable __________________ can help you to
n.

sleep well at night.

sleeping bag
stars

n.

tent n.

wildlife

n.

13. Many people like to __________________ through
the forest when they go camping.

supplies

T
W

tent.

n.

14. I’m hungry! Let’s have a __________________.
15. I like camping, but I’m afraid of the dangerous

n.

__________________ like bears and snakes.
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WORD BANK

Camping

Aim Supplementary vocabulary building
Level Intermediate to Advanced
Time Approximately 15 – 20 minutes

ANSWER KEY

My Notes

1. tent
2. forest
3. supplies
4. camp fire
5. flashlight
6. stars
7. camp site
8. nature
9. compass
10. map
11. bug spray
12. sleeping bag
13. hike
14. barbeque
15. wildlife

Thank you, Alena!
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